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The official dCache team
Thanks to:

- Johann Guldmyr for his contributions in the release notes 3.1
- Onno Zweers for his contributions in the release notes 3.0 und 2.16 and code changes
- Mattias Ellert for putting dCap into EPEL
Thanks to:

- Marc Caubet Serrabou for providing us with the summarized release notes guide

- Christoph Anton Mitterer for making some changes to dCache
Thanks to:

- Ivan Kadochnikov for adjusting dCache xrootd
- Vincent Garonne our new colleague for his support
General information about the past 10 years

- 765 releases
- 60 major branches
- 45 contributors
- 4 systems changed
How can you help us?

- In any case of problems write us security@dcache.org
- Create a github issue
- Change the content direct in github + pull request
Thank you for listening!